
February 20, 2006

Michael E. McMahon, Executive Director/CEO
Rhode Island Economic Development Corporation 
1 West Exchange Street
Providence, RI 02903

Dear Mr. McMahon:

What is the RIEDC’s position concerning the building of an LNG terminal in Fall River?  From 
what I gather, security regulations require that LNG tankers move during daylight hours and at 
unannounced times.  To transit Narragansett Bay, tankers would also be limited to moving at high 
tide.  I’ve also heard estimates that as many as 200 tankers per year would transit the Bay.  
(Given the restrictions and projected volumes, little guesswork is left as to when tankers would be 
on the move.)  Security regulations also require a large buffer zone around a tanker as it transits.  
Thus any non-LNG traffic within a large perimeter would be prohibited from movement before, 
during, and after a tanker passes any given location.  All types of traffic – be it water-born of a 
commercial or recreational nature, or wheeled vehicles on a bridge – would be subject to a 
regular and protracted freeze of all movement, and this on a permanent basis.  What impact would 
this have on RI’s economy – the ripple effect in the boating industry (boat-building, marinas, and 
service); the fishing industry (including the impact to the Bay due to the large amount of dredging 
required to accommodate even small LNG tankers); tourism: and other ancillary areas?

While no one argues the need for reliable energy, the prospect of building an LNG terminal on 
the Bay seems akin to throwing the baby out with the bath water.  Whatever benefits the region 
might gain would appear grossly outweighed by the costs of the ripple effects to Rhode Island.  
Please correct me if I’m wrong.  

FERC has confirmed its approval of the Fall River proposal. They have denied appeals.  The last 
resort will be the courts – both legal and of public opinion.  Rhode Islanders need to be informed 
of the pros and cons of this project.  I participated in the debate over whether or not to build a 
mega-port in Quonset.  (Indeed, your predecessors may well have used my proposals to help shift 
Quonset’s development more towards high-tech and light industry.)  Unfortunately, I’m late to 
this debate, but because I expect the RIEDC to be at the forefront of understanding the economic 
impact this proposed facility would have, I’m eager to see any information you’ve assembled.  
The clock is ticking.  Please respond at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely yours,

Dean Fachon
51 Pricewood Drive
East Greenwich, RI  02818


